Application Overview
Leather Industry

Your first choice in digital cutting.

For better performance and quality
in the manufacture of footwear

Take your productivity in shoe manufacturing to the next level! Process leather, sole,
liner, and even stencil materials with greater precision and efficiency than you ever
thought possible. With an oscillating tool and always the perfect blade for the job,
Zünd L3 leather cutters let you process leather and other materials at speeds of up
to one meter per second! The punch module with two independent tools punches
up to eight holes per second.
With Zünd leather cutters, your production becomes first rate – efficient, economical,
superior in quality!
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For better cost effectiveness and efficiency
in cutting large sections of leather

Comfortable leather sofas, cozy armchairs, cockpit furnishings, and steering wheels of
luxury sports cars – Zünd cutters are at the origin of so many products we encounter.
Many well-known manufacturers in the leather industry have put their trust in Zünd
cutting systems. This is not surprising, considering the outstanding performance and
productivity of Zünd cutters. Their low operating cost and simple integration in existing
production workflows further contribute to an extraordinarily quick ROI.

Powerful tools for tough materials

Simple, ergonomic handling

Nesting system integration

The custom cutter
for leather goods and accessories

Zünd cutters are used for prototyping as well as serial production and offer
workflow solutions that are perfect for every type of manufacturing environment.
Choose from 17 different sizes, a wide range of tool and material-handling options
– all designed to handle different materials and workflow requirements. Tailor your
cutting system to meet your specific needs and your budget. Spend only as much
as you need to get the functions you want!

Roll feed /advancing systems

High-quality samples and short runs

Reliable material hold-down

Competence and know-how
Sustainable, long-term customer benefits
Swiss precision, efficiency, durable construction. These basic characteristics make Zünd cutters well suited
for multi-shift operation. More than 30 years‘ experience and thousands of installations worldwide speak for
the Zünd brand: the exceptional reliability and longevity of Zünd cutters are the result of proven technology
combined with unparalleled innovation. Zünd cutters adapt to changing customer demands with tooling
and material-handling options that can easily be added or upgraded at any time. Your investment in Zünd
technology is sustainable and guaranteed to last.
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As a leading manufacturer of multifunctional CAM equipment, Zünd works closely with many reputable CAD
suppliers. Zünd cutting systems offer standard interfaces and can be integrated easily in existing production
workflows. Zünd is here to support you with competence and know-how, helping you make your ideas
become reality.
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